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REPRESENTATION OF SEMIGROUPS AS SYSTEMS

OF COMPACT CONVEX SETS

H. RATSCHEK AND G. SCHRODER

Abstract. Under Minkowski addition and scalar multiplication the system

of all compact convex subsets of R" is an Ä-semigroup, i.e. a semigroup

over the operator domain R of real numbers with certain conditions for the

operation of R on the semigroup. Conversely, there is the question: When is

an abstract Ä-semigroup isomorphic to a system @ of compact convex

subsets of a suitable locally convex space? In this paper a necessary and

sufficient condition for the existence of such a representation is given. This

condition remains valid if, for the representing structures @, systems of

closed, bounded convex subsets with the closed Minkowski addition as

addition are permitted. Finally, every Ä-semigroup of compact convex

subsets of any locally convex space is isomorphic to a system of rectangular

parallelepipeds of some vector space.

1. Introduction. Let ñ be the set of all compact convex subsets of A". Scalar

multiplication and Minkowski addition are defined as usual:

AA=iAx:xEA)    for A E ® and X E R,(1) l ]

K\ + K2 = {-*i + xi- x\ E K\> x2E K2)    for A,, A2 E Û.

It is known that ñ forms an abelian semigroup with cancellation law and the

field R of real numbers acts as operator domain for ®, satisfying the

following rules for all A, A,, A2 in §$ and all X, u in R (cf. [5] and [2]):

A(A, + A2) = AA, + AA2,

(2) XK + nK = (X + n)K   for V > 0,

\(uA) = (Au.)A,

1A= A.

Conversely, let Q be an abelian semigroup over the operator domain R

satisfying the cancellation law and (2); then the question arises whether Q is

isomorphic to a system @ of compact convex subsets under the operations (1)

in a not necessarily finite dimensional topological vector space. In this notice

we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for such a representation in

a locally convex space.

An abelian semigroup Q over R with cancellation law will be called an

A-semigroup with c.l. if the conditions (2) are satisfied. Note that Q must

contain a zero element 9 such that 0A = 0 for all A in Q. If the property
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(X + n)K = XK + ¡iK   for all X, w G R and A E Q

holds in an Ä-semigroup Q with c.l., then Q is a vector space over R. We

write - A instead of (- 1)A. An element K E Q is said to be symmetric if

A = - A and, likewise, Q if all elements of Q are symmetric. The set Qs of

all symmetric elements of Q is an A-subsemigroup of Q. In this connection

we refer to a paper of Rabinovich [4]. There, for a Riesz space L, necessary

and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of a system <B of convex

sets such that L is isomorphic to the system X = (@ X @)/p. Here p is a

congruence in the sense of [5] and the partial order on 5£ is induced by the

inclusion in @.

2. Reduction to the symmetric case. The following Lemma shows that the

question for representability of an A-semigroup with cl. as a system of

compact convex sets can be reduced to symmetric A-semigroups.

Lemma. Each R-semigroup Q with c.l. is isomorphic to a subdirect product of

a vector space and Qs, the subsemigroup of all symmetric elements of Q.

Proof. We remember the following definition and theorem, cf. Cohn [1]: If

Qx and Q2 are A-semigroups, then an A-subsemigroup Q0 of the direct

product Qx X Q2, which is such that Qx and Q2 are homomorphic images of

Q0, is said to be a subdirect product of Qx and Q2. If Q0 is an A-semigroup

with congruences p, and p2 such that p, n p2 = A with A = ((A, A): A £

Q0), then Q0 is isomorphic to a subdirect product of ßo/Pi and Qo/P2-

For proving the Lemma we chose suitable congruences for Q. Let the

congruences o and t be defined by

X o Y if there exist S, T E Qs such that X + S = T + Y.

Xt Y if X - X = Y - Y.

Then Q/a is the largest vector space over R being a homomorphic image of

Q, cf. [2]. Next we show Qs a« Q/i. A corresponding isomorphism is given by

the restriction p\ Qs of the natural projection p: Q -* Q/r to Qs.

We see that p\Qs is injective: Let S, T E Qs and p(S) = p(T), that is

S - S = T — T by definition of t. Because of the symmetry of S and T this

equation leads to 2S = 2F and S = T. We see thatplß,: Qs ̂  Q/t is onto,

because every congruence class p(X) with X E Q contains the symmetric

element S = ~{X - X) and we havep(A) = p{S) with S E Qs. We see that

a n t = A is satisfied: Trivially, we have A c a and Act. Now, let {X,

Y) E o n t; this means that the equations X + S = F + F and A - A = F

- Y hold for some S, T E Qs. Further,

Y - Y+S = X-X+S= Y+ T- X, respectively.

S - Y = T - X and Y + S = X + T by the cancellation law. Accor-

dingly, from

Y+S+S=X+S+T=Y+T+T

we get S = T and forward X = Y, that is {X,  Y) E A. This proves the

Lemma.
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From the Lemma we conclude that the Ä-semigroup Q with c.l. is repre-

sentaba as a system of compact convex subsets of some locally convex space

if and only if the /v-subsemigroup Qs is representable as such a system: If Q is

isomorphic to a system @ of compact convex sets, then Qs c Q is isomorphic

to some subsystem of @. Conversely, let, for the Ä-semigroup Q with c.l., the

/v-subsemigroup Qs be isomorphic to a system <SS of compact convex subsets

of a locally convex space L. By the Lemma, Q is isomorphic to a subdirect

product of a vector space V and Qs. The space V can be equipped with any

locally convex topology such that the product space L x V is locally convex

too. A system of compact convex subsets of L X V that is closed with respect

to scalar multiplication and Minkowski addition is given by

St- {(K,{Z}):K E&S,Z E V).

Finally, from % =* Qs X F we conclude that Q is embeddable into X.

3. Representation theorems. We shall now give a necessary and sufficient

condition for a representation of a symmetric Ä-semigroup Q with cl. as a

system @ of compact convex sets in a locally convex space with scalar

multiplication and Minkowski addition (cf. (1)) as operations on @. A real

functional / on Q is said to be positive linear if / is additive and positive

homogeneous (i.e. f(XX + pY) = \X\f(X) + \p\f(Y) for X, p E R and X,

Y E Q) and if the values of / are nonnegative. Let Q+ be the set of all

positive linear functionals on Q. Then Q + is a symmetric Ä-semigroup with

c.l. if addition and multiplication with nonnegative scalars are defined

pointwise and if Xf = ( — X)f for / G Q + and X < 0. We note down the

following separation condition for symmetric /v-semigroups:

(P) For distinct elements X, Y E Q there exists an / G Q+ such that

f(X)*f(Y).

Theorem 1. Let Q be a symmetric R-semigroup with c.l. satisfying condition

(P). Then there exists a system @ of compact convex sets in a locally convex

space L such that Q and <B are isomorphic.

Proof. Let L = R" be the product space with respect to the natural

topology on R where a is the cardinality of Q +. Let ® be the system of all

compact convex sets in L. We construct a monomorphism ¿: Q->®, as

follows. Every X E Q can be regarded as a positive linear functional on Q +

defined by X(f)=f(X) for /G Q+. Considering the family ([-*(/),

X(f)VfeQ*, we define i(X) = II([-*(/), X(f)])f£Q+. Then i(X) is a
compact convex set in R". The system @ = [i(X): X G Q) is closed under

the operations (1), and i is a homomorphism. Clearly, t is injective, because by

(P) there exists an / G Q + with f(X) ^ f( Y) for X ¥= Y, which entails

i(X) 7* i(Y) sincef(X),f(Y) > 0.

Theorem 2. If a symmetric R-semigroup Q with c.l. is isomorphic to a system

@ of compact convex sets in a locally convex space L then (P) holds in Q.
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Proof. For Z E Q, the corresponding convex set in the system @ is

denoted by Z'. Let L* be the dual space of L and Hz: L* -h> R be the

supporting function of Z', i.e. Hz{tp) - sup(tp(x): x e Z'}.

Now it follows from [3] that for X ^ Y there exists a cp E L* with

(3) Hx{<p)*HY{<p).

If the functional / on Q is defined by /(Z) = Hz{tp) then we have f{X) ^

f{Y) by (3). It remains to show that/ E Q +. The values of/are nonnegative

since Hz{<p) > 0, following from 0 E Z' and tp(0) = 0. Using

(4) f{XZx + ¡iZ2) = A/(Z, ) + lif{Z2)   for X, u > 0,

cf. [3], and/(Z)=/(-Z)forZ, Z„ Z2E 0, we obtain/ E 0 + .

Remark 1. Theorem 1 can be stated without making use of a topology as

can be seen from its proof. Therefore, under the assumption of Theorem 1, Q

is isomorphic to a system of parallelepipeds II([- a¡, a¡])leI in the vector space

R ', where / is a suitable index set.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 can be reformulated when using closed, bounded

convex sets instead of compact convex sets. Since the sum of closed sets

under Minkowski addition need not be closed, we replace it by the closed

Minkowski addition

A] + A2 = {x, + x2: x, E A,, x2 E A2} .

Now (3) and (4) with respect to this addition remain valid for closed,

bounded convex subsets of a locally convex space L (cf. [3]), hence also

Theorem 2 using this addition and systems of those sets. As a consequence,

every symmetric A-semigroup S of closed, bounded convex sets in a locally

convex space L is isomorphic to a system of parallelepipeds in some vector

space.

Remark 3. If (P) is not valid in a symmetric A-semigroup Q, then by

Theorem 2 there exists no representation with a system of compact convex

subsets. So we look for a representation using convex subsets only; hence we

do not need any topology and shall work with vector spaces only. Statement:

A symmetric A-semigroup Q is isomorphic to a system @ of convex subsets of

a vector space L if and only if A + B = 0 implies A = B = 9 for all A,

B E Q. The necessity of this condition follows from properties of point sets

in vector spaces. The condition is also sufficient: A theorem of Radström [5]

implies that there is an additive and positive homogeneous bijection such that

Qs (cf. §2) is mapped onto a proper convex cone C with vertex 0 in a vector

space L. Then there exists a hypercone H D C \ {0}, also with vertex 0. If we

take H u {0} as positive cone, the space L is a vector lattice. If X E C is the

image of X E Qs under the above bijection, then by Xt->[-X, X] we get a

monomorphism of Qs into the system @ of all symmetric order intervals of L.
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